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"Desde Australia para todo el mundo hispano": Australia's Spanish ..
Language Magazines and Latin American!Australian Writing
MICHAEL JACKLIN

Uni vers i ty of Wollongong

M

IGRANTS FRO:V! LATIN AMERICA HAVE HAD A LITERARY

presence in Australia since the 1970s and their work
forms an important part of Australia's multilingual
llterature. From their participation in literary competitions
organized through cultural groups such as the Spanish Club
in Sydney or the Uruguayan Club in Melbourne, to anthologies of community writing produced through the 1980s and
'90s, to the publication of numerous volumes of poetry and
short stories, to their novels, plays, biographies and autobiographies, Latin American writers in Australia have developed and sustained a significant body of literature over Il).ore
than three decadeS': The majority of this literature has been
written and published in Spanish, and this has meant that
its circulation, for the most part, has been limited to Spanish-speaking communities and readerships. Moreover, unlike
the literary production of other linguistic and cultural groups
within Australia-for example, Greek or Italian-Latin
American literary production has received scant critical attention from Australian literary scholars.! The 1992 publication A Bibliography of Australian Multicultural Writers included
only seventeen authors writing in Spanish, thirteen of whom
were from Latin America. Although Ignacio Garcia's Spanish
Fiction Writing in Australia (1997) improved this, expanding
the number to over one hundred and thirty writers, Garda's
work was itself extremely limited in circulation, with only
three copies available throughout all Australian libraries. To
date, critical response to works by Australian writers of Latin
American heritage remains almost non-existent in English.
This essay will address this gap through an examination of the
Spanish-language magazines publishing in Sydney from the
1980s to the present and a discussion of the contributions of
Latin American writers to these periodicals. Beginning with
magazines such as Vistazo and Versi6n, and continuing with
Hontanar (originally a print publication and now online),
Latin American writers have contributed fiction, poetry and
essays as well as reviews of others' work. These sites of literary
production deserve documentation and analysis, both as expressions of how literary communities in languages other than
English survive, and in some cases thrive, within an Anglocentric nation and, increasingly, as manifestations of a transnational literature that circulates amongst globally dispersed
reading communities.

The lack of critical attention to literary work in Spanish is
indicative of a lag in Australian literary studies with regard to
the acknowledgement of both the role and the scope of multilingual literary production. More than a decade ago, American
literary studies began a broadening of its critical perspectives
with the publication of a number of maj or anthologies devoted to the recognition and analysis of the linguistic complexity
of American writing. Werner Sollors's Multilingual America:
Transnationalism , Ethnicity, and the Languages of American Literature (1998) and Marc Shell's American Babel: Literatures of
the United States from Abnaki to Zuni (2002) include critical essays on literature written in the United States in languages including Spanish, German, Yiddish, Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Arabic, among many others. Extending this approach from
American to world literatures, the essays in Doris Sommer's
edited anthology Bilingual Games: Some Literary Investigations
(2003) range internationally across literary texts, with an emphasis in a number of its contributions on diasporic writing
and literatures of migration. Works such as these may not be
evidence of mainstream enthusiasm or embrace of multilingual
writing in America; nevertheless, they demonstrate a critical
engagement with literary works in a diversity of languages far
beyond that undertaken in Australian literary studies.
While Australian literary scholars-beginning with the
work of Lolo Houbein in the 1970s, Alexandra KarakostasSeda in the 1980s, and culminating in A Bibliography of Australian Multicultural Writers~rew attention to multicultural
literature, including writing in languages other than English,
this attention has for the most part remained bibliographic in
focus. With the exceptions of writing in Greek and Italian,
noted above, and to some extent writing in Chinese, Australian scholars have yet to engage with the literary activities of a range of linguistic communities at least equal to that
existing in North America. 2 Writing in Spanish in Australia
exists alongside literary production in Arabic, Vietnamese,
Latvian, Ukrainian, Polish, Serbian, Lao, and Filipino, to
name only a few of the numerous literary communities active
in Australia's cities. In relation to the national literary landscape, these communities exist almost as parallel universes,
each with its literary competitions, poetry festivals, magazines
featuring short stories and literary essays, newspapers carrying
book reviews and, in the case of Spanish at least, a publishing
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company devoced [0 literamre in tha t language. That there
are so few r oints of contact between these communities of
writers a nd the majority English-speaking culture suggests
th at Australia's literary infrastructure has ye t to recognize the
significance of the nation's multilingual literary cultures. And
to this extent, the disc ipline of Australian literary studies h as
fa llen short in its po tential engagement with multilingual
writers and readers.
This is a po int tha t Ignacio Garda makes with regard to
writing in Span ish, although he limits his criticism to "the
learned class within the community," meaning those critics
or professional writers working in Spanish, who he says have
"so far failed the authors" (Spanish Fiction Writing 12). Garcia
makes this claim based on the results of a survey he conducted
with writers in Spanish in Australia. He reports that of the
forty authors who answered his questionnaire, only a quarter
were able to provide responses to the section headed "About
your work." One writer, who Garda identifies as "a well published, well awarded author," reported that there had been
no published response to his work and that "This is to show
what type of press is around" (12). However, a different story
emerges if one browses through back issues of the Spanishlanguage magazines that have been published in Australia.
Certainly, coverage of literary events and material varies considerably between these magazines, but both writing about
literature and literary writing were published, and I want to
argue that particular Spanish-language periodicals have been
important in fostering and supporting creative writing in that
language. Also, it is interesting that amongst this Spanishlanguage writing and reading community, writers who have
migrated from Latin America have played a major role.
Before turning to the Spanish-language magazines that
have been published in Australia, two points need to be acknowledged. The first is that this study is written by someone
with little contact with Australia's Spanish-speaking communities. No doubt a very differently structured and nuanced
account could be provided by a researcher with personal contacts and knowledge of the agents involved in this community: the poets, novelists and short-story writers, the organizers
of the literary competitions, the editors of Spanish-language
newspapers and various magazines. This article, however,
stems from archival research, relying mostly upon the holdings of the Mitchell Library of the State Library of New South
Wales. Having become aware of the activities of a number of
writing groups through the anthologies they produced in the
1990s, I was able to trace the work of many of them to the
magazines that will be discussed below. Following an earlier
article of mine on multilingual literature, published in 2009,
the editor of one of these magazines contacted me, and our
discussions since then have been helpful in my understanding
some of the background to this body of writing.) Nevertheless, the majority of what is to follow has emerged from the
hours spent browsing and reading through the many issues of
magazines such as Vistazo, Versi6n, and Hontanar.
A second point to acknowledge is that writing in Spanish
in Australia did not begin with these magazines; a number of
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antecedents need to l<e recognized. Pe rhaps the ea rliest writing in Spanish in Australia was prc),luced in Wes tern A lIsu alia in the 19,h century in associ at ion with the Benedictine
Mission of New Norcict . T he Spanish -born A bbot of New
Norcia, Rudesindo Salvado, whose memoir M emorie Storiche
dell'AuSLTalia (1 851 ) \\'as fi tS[ publi shed in Ita lian, wrote his
diaries in Spanish, begin ning in 1844 and cont inuing until
his death in 1900. 4 Elev en \o llimes of Salvado's diaries are
held in the New N orcia archives and Dragana Zivancev ic h as
argued that these and other Spanish -language material held
at New Norcia represent a significan t compone nt of the co lonial literature of the 19[h and early 20[h centuries. As well as
Salvado's writing, Zivancev ic cites an accoun t of the exploratory voyage and the found ation of th e miss ion, written in
Spanish in 1910 by New N orcia's then Prior Fr. Roberto Bas.
A second locus of writing in Spanish is north Queensland
where, from 1907, Spanish migrants settled and began working in the sugar cane industry. Historians Judith Keene and
Robert Mason have published, separa tely, a number of articles on this Hispanic community and , in particular, the writings of Salvador Torrents, a Spanish anarchist who lived in
Queensland from 1916 until his dea th in 1951. Torrents is
particularly relevant to my focus on Spanish-language magazines because during the 1940s he was a regular contributor
to Cultura Proietaria, a Spanish-language newspaper from
New York. In his column, which Keene says was often titled
"Desde Australia ... ," Torrents commented on anarchist
philosophy, family life, and both Australian and world politics ("The Word" 326). Torrents also wrote poetry and short
stories, although these were unpublished during his lifetime,
and remain so.5 Mason speculates, however, that Torrents
likely shared his stories with other Spanish speakers in north
Queensland, as the form of writing favored by Torrents, the
cr6nica or chronicle, was primarily a genre of community engagement. Cr6nicas became popular throughout the Hispanic
world in the 19 th century as short, often humorous, weekly
columns, which commented satirically on current affairs or
matters of interest to a local community.6 The cranistas-the
authors of cr6nicas--dten wrote using pseudonyms and their
columns typically "integrateJ pulitical, moral and ethnic concerns in order to create meaning and reinforce the community's separate identity" ("No Arms" 171). This form of writing,
as we shall see, is one that has resonances with the short fiction and columns appearing in Spanish-language magazines
in Sydney in the 1970s and '80s. 7
While these antecedents are significant sites of Australian
writing in Spanish, the first publications in Australia of Spanish-language literary writing occurred in the 1960s, following the Spanish Migration Scheme, which ran from 1958 to
1963.8 Primarily aimed at recruiting workers for labor-intense
sectors of the economy, the scheme also brought journalists
who established Australia's first Spanish-language newspapers, including La Cr6nica in Melbourne and El Espanal en
Australia in Sydney. Also among these Spanish immigrants
were individuals who formed a coterie of writing enthusiasts
and who organized, beginning in 1969, literary competitions

Ih .. u",h d Cluh Esp,lno\ ,Ie y lney. Igna ' I) G'1r i, cl.l im ·

vanish from hIstory. In cnilccul1L', [he I::,lt c~i. !: f'J[ COI1CI(1S()
th t the (IrIi e t ex,IIllplcl> 0 published c r '~d v l.! wriring in ' Utemno Club Espanol de S~dnl';: 1969- 19% (1997), GClrcf,I
panish in Ausu<l li a ;'I re d1C short ' C )rt~:. ,mJ l em hat "p, encountered numerous g;~rs in thL' r ,~ c('rd, ard II';:\S Ull<l \:-Ie to
locate copies of some poem, llr ,[,)1":,', [h;-l( hac! been awarJe,!
I c:.l re in L.1 Cronica 111 1964 ,111 196·. s nn (011 \\'cJ b)" 'r"
ative writing in EI Espw101 en AUSLra/ia (Spanish Fiction Writing prizes in the competitions, SC1I11C \\' inni:1g cntri es fWI11 c>r:l~
6; also "La Cr6nica") .
a few vears previous couLl be t"UIlJ ill neither in th e Club's
All of Australia's ea rly writing in Spanish, then, was pro' archi"es nor in other PUC-ilc ,HiLlns, including the newspapers
duced by migran ts from Spain , and the infrastructure sup- and magazines he cites abcl\'e. [n hi, lr1lr,)JuctiIXl. to the cornporting literary work such as newspapers and cultural asso- I'll u :m,h r marks nth, ' .gilll~lIr lh"lrchl vc .CSpcCl.,II)'
ciations were also h eaded by Spanish-born migrants . By the wilh r ·gard to Illigr.lnl wri in~: "L,t Ilt~r,l ur" Je 1.1 mmlnr;.( - , ' n
early 1970s, however, the composition of Australia's Hispanic c ' agil. edeslruy' on (..I\:dtldJ'· n.p.} . hC"ltll1 erdb! ii '01
populatio n altered substantially with migration from South
hi - Au lra li n. pan i ' h -l;mgll.l.\!c rC,Hl\'C IIT i lng I'l Ir .lpAmerican countries including, in particular, Argentina, pcarnn . i lac k or com! rehcn "I\'e d~) 11m 'nl ,\ I n , nJ!l
Chile, and Uruguay. These countries were experiencing both dispersal through the archi"e in newspapers and in numerous.
economic instability and political conflict and oppression, but little-known, periodicals, is a ch ;tllenge.
and it is not surprising that writers and intellectuals formed a
Sydney's Mitchell Library holds so me, though not all, of the
ub'camial pr portion of this n ew wave of Hispanic migrants. Spanish-language magazines that Garcia c ites in his work, and
Although it has b en argued that the majority of migrants in my position (I r earchcr f, r Au -tl,lr, with rc ' pon ibiliey f; r
fr In Lat in American countries have come to Australia for the Au trali n /!ulticlilrural Wric'r ' "ub cl l)( h Imabas.
economic or personal reasons, political events have also been I've been fortuna te in being ab le to m~kc rcgul Vl It (Q a major facro.rs. 9 T his is particularly the case with migration
e chi ' material. On the one hand. it ha been disapp inring
from Ch.ile, bmh ~ lIowing the el ction of leftist president that publications uch (l E/ Far, which i iteJ by HispanicSalvador AUcnd in 1970, and aga in after the violent military Australian writers as having pLi Ii hcd their work, i not held
coup that ended All nde' gov rnment in 1973 and resulted in the Mitchell or in any other Australian library, although
in thousands of Chileans leaving their country as refugees. In two issues of the magazine are listed in the online catalogue
the period from the late 1960s to the early 1970s, Chileans of La Biblioteca Nacional de Chile. l l On the other hand. the
represented roughly one-third of all Latin American migrants Mitchell Library does holJ nearly complete sets of Visrazo,
to Australia,lO With some Spanish-language literary infra- Versi6n, 30 Dias, Coltvergencia. Aetas, an Hontanar. and in
structure already in place in Sydney and Melbourne, writers browsing through their pag' ne gain insi h into nearly
from Latin America soon began contributing in significant twenty years fliterary production in pan ish in Sydney.
ways. In fact, the first book-length publications in Spanish
The first of these magaz in wa Vistazo, diced by Chileanin Australia were the works of writers from Latin America.
m Sergio Martin, wh had migrated to Au tra lia in 1969
Garda cites Rod6 Blanco's 1977 self-published book, Asr es after studying and working as a journalist in Chile. Vis cazo ,
Uruguay, as the first and Bernardo Land6's Los perros de la which ran between 1978 and 1981, focused mainly on world
noche (1982) as the second; both writers are Uruguayan. To news and cutrent affairs, with coverage as well of cultural
these early publications we can add Ecuadorian-born writer events in the Hispanic communities in Australia and New
Victor Ramos's Selecciones poeticas (1980) and Argentinean- Zealand. Its literary pages were entirely devoted to internaAustralian writer Jose Ramirez's Yo vengo de . . . America del tional writers; as indicated prev iously, at thi
int in time,
Sur, probably published in 1982, placing them among these there \II re few book-length publicatio n in Australia in Spanfirst book-length works in SpanishY
ish to review and the magazine did not itself publi. h poetry
Garda's brief survey of networks, or infrastructure, sup- or short stories. Although not published in Vistazo, Martin's
porting literary writing in Spanish goes on to include those short fiction, first collected under the title Historias e HistoSpanish-language newspapers that appeared in the 19805, rietas (1983), bears similarities to the cr6nica form of writing
and a number of monthly or quarterly magazines, beginning favored by Torrents decades earlier in its portrayal of the expein the late 1970s and continuing into the '90s. With these riences of Hispanic migrants to Australia including quandaries
magazines, creative writing in Spanish received an important of cui rural adjustmem, Visrazu did plibli h a cr6nica by another
boost. "More than the newspapers," Garda observes, "these writer, beginning in 1979, similarly ~ cu ing on Hispanic., and
magazines filled their pages with the poems and short stories especial ly Latin American, n igram experiences. The anonyof migrants," Then he adds: "To trace them, though, is more mou ly written "Cr6nica. de un Bl dy Woggie" or, as it wa
difficult" (Spanish Fiction Writing 7). Garda is perhaps referomec.imes titled, I Comentarios de un Blady Woggie," had
ring here to his own experiences in attempting to compile a made its first appearance in 1978 in the ne wspaper EI Espa~
collection of prize-wi~ning poems, short stories, and essays iiot en AI'/sr:Talia. In 1992, the author, Lui Abarca, or Lucbo
written in Spanish and entered in competitions run by the Abarca, published a selection of these columns in both Sydney
Spanish Club of Sydney, Garda was aware that if nothing and Santiago under the tide Las historias de un B/ad] Woggie.
were done to preserve copies of these prize-winning entries, [n his iJltrociucti n to chi collecti n, Abarca writes that his
submitted over a twenty-seven-year period, they could easily stories, in a chaotic way, offer reflections upon aspects of His-
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panic migrants' experiences that cannot be found in the cold
figures of the Department of Imm igration or the dOCLLments or
statistics of the Office of Ethnic Affairs ("recogen--de manera
caotica-aspectos de nuestra vida diarias [sic] Ljue no estan,
no podrfan estarlo, concenidas en las frias cifras del Departamento de Inmigracion, 0 en los documentos 0 estadisticas de
las oficinas de Asuntos Etnicos" [Las historias 5]).\3
Abarca's columns often feature a couple from Chile who
have settled in Sydney and face a range of day-to-day challenges such as buying a used car, adjusting to employment
as unskilled laborers, and struggling to understand the Australian colloquialisms and accent. The narratives are marked
with both humor and criticism, frequently directed towards
an Australian society that does not recognize the talents or
potentials of its newly arrived citizens, or behaves in ways at
odds to assumed values common to the migrants' countries of
origin. At other points the criticism and humor is self-reflexive or aimed towards aspects of the Hispanic community. For
example, one of the columns recounts an immigration raid
on an office block in Sydney where the cleaners are all Latin
American and who, either because they are illegal migrants
or want to avoid paying tax, identify themselves with pseudonyms. Among the names given are "Diego Maradona, Jose
Artigas, Leo Dan, Pablo Neruda, Alfredo Distefano, Lucho
Barrios y Augusto Pinochet. Este ultimo era el que limpiaba
los toiletes" (Las hiscarias 9) ["This last one was the one who
cleaned the toilets"]. Abarca's jibe directed at Pinochet is not
surprising, given that Abarca left Chile in 1974 after being
detained following the 1973 coup and then expelled from
university. And although Vistazo was certainly politically left
leaning, not all its readers would have shared Abarca's views.
As indicated previously, Australia's Chilean migrant community is not an entirely homogenous group, with some having
left Chile when Allende came to power and therefore more
inclined to be supportive of the Pinochet regime.
"Cronicas de un Blady Woggie" was meant to be provocative and some of the columns incorporate a sense of ongoing
dialogue between the columnist and his readership. One begins with two readers telling the narrator that his column of
the previous issue "salio una Buena cochinada!" "Sf," says the
other, "una mugre, no se entendfa y no tenfa pies ni cabeza ...
" (Las histarias 85) ["Your last column was complete rubbish!"
"Yes, dirt, I couldn't make head nor tail of it."] The narrator/author defends himself saying that in this case it wasn't
his fault; the column had been published with nearly a thousand words left out; no wonder it was incomprehensible. In
journalism, he says, this happens regularly, "asf se trate del
'Times', del 'Washington Post', del 'Newsweek', 0 de la revista
'Vistazo' de Sydney" (86).
Sydney's second Spanish-language magazine, Versi6n, published from 1981 to 1986, offered a range of content similar
to that of Vistazo, including essays on contemporary issues,
articles on Spanish and Latin American history and culture,
coverage of current events in the Spanish-speaking community and, from its second year, a column not dissimilar to
Abarca's "Blady Woggie_" Beginning with issue number 8, this
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column, each with a unique tide d.nJ often rlll1nmg to three
or four pages, apped.red under the n,lme Ernesto Balcells, a
pseudonym for the editor, l\rlichael G"marra. G;lIluma had
migrated to Australia in 1973 and, ha\'ing \\ orked in journalism and printing in his ho mc country of Uruguay, sought
to establish a printing business that would meet thc needs
of Sydn ey's Hispanic community, including this bi-monthly
magazine of arts, culture, and current affairs.
Like Abarca's "Blady Woggie," Balcclls's column cast 8
humoro us glance at issues releva nt to Hispanic migrants, including English classes, social welfare benefits, parental disapproval of teenage boyfriends, and questions such as whether
to sign the permission agreement for organ donation on one's
New South Wales drivers' license. This latter moves from
speculation as to whether the narrator's resurrected self will
need a penis in the afterlife to his newly gained appreciation
of life and love in the here-and-now. While the humor in
this piece is light-hearted, others are more cutting, sharing
with Abarca's columns a critical perspective on aspects of
migrant life. In the story centering on events in a migrant
English class, for example, a friend recounts to Balcells his
ongoing conflict with an Australian teacher over perceptions
of cultural and geographical ignorance, which culminates
in an argument over the pronunciation of la Pinta, la Nina,
and la Santa Marfa-the ships of Columbus's first voyage of
discovery-and which eventually leads to the teacher giving
in and learning some basic Spanish pronunciation. The story
ends with Baleells and the student chuckling over this small
victory and his friend's having contributed to the civilizing of
these gringos ("No me negaras que aporte mi granito de arena
para contribuir a civilizar a estos gringos" ["La clase" 22]).
This story drew a heated response from one reader, whose letter-to-the-editor appeared in the succeeding issue of Versi6n:
Dear Sir,
I must tell you how very disappointed I am with the
article by Ernesto Baleells, "La Clase de Ingles" [ ... ].
As an immigrant myself, I read it with growing anger and
would hope the majority of your readers responded similarly. [ ... 1 I resent the implication that all Australian
teachers are like "Miss Benson." This gross generalisation
is totally unfair. [ ... ] Because I am involved in education, I can assure you that the majority of teachers are
intelligent, caring human beings. [ ... 1
To prove Australians' general lack of "culture" (whatever that may mean!) Mr. Baleells uses a na'ive argument
based mainly on the Spanish pronunciation problems
of English speaking people. Really, this is hardly worth
comment! [ ... ]
If Mr. Baleells cannot concentrate on real issues, and
continues to be concerned about the pronunciation of
the Pinta, Nifia and Santa Marfa, then perhaps he and
those who think similarly should go back to their countries where the real founts of civilization can be found!
("Cartas al Editor" 2-3, emphasis in original)

Balcells's response to this reader's letter appeared in the "ame
Issue:
5i lCl amable lectora, que es estaJounidense, sin til) Cl1L)JL)
011 leer que un personaJe ficticio hablaba de los angloa-

jones como de "gringos incivilizados," puede enwnces
comprender facilmente como se sienten los miles Je in·
migrantes que a diario son llamados blood)' wog, () LOLm
o stinky wog, etc. , inferiorizandoles (casi siempre por su
pobre conocimiento del ingles), como si vinieran de tierras de salvajes, cuando no es asf (3).
[If the kind reader, who is American, felt angered upo n
read ing that a fictional character refers to English speakers as "uncivilized gringos ," then she can easily und erstand how thousands of migrants feel when each day [hey
are called "bloody wog" or "lousy" or "stinky wog," etc.,
and made [0 feel inferior (almost always because of the ir
poor knowledge of English) as if they came fro m a land of
savages, when this is not the case.]
I cite this exchange at length to demonstra te two points
that are significant to my discussion of Australia's Spanishlanguage magazines and multilingual literature. The first is
that, like Abarca's columns, Balcells's were written to provide
a migrant's perspective on the circumstances and experiences
of Hispanic migration and adaptation [0 an Anglophone society, as well as commentary on the values and assumptions
of the dominant Anglo-Australian society. Migrant writing is
replete with examples of characters finding themselves marginalized and denigrated because of issues of linguistic competence or cultural difference. Balcells's story is interesting in
its suggestion that cultural and linguistic adaptation could be
thought of as a two-way process. The letter-to-the-editor is interesting for this same reason. Although presumably the correspondent is Anglophone (as she has written to the magazine
in English), she is bilingual and engaged with the Hispanic
community at least to the extent that she is a reader of VersiOn. However, bilingualism is not necessarily biculturalism,
and Balcells suggests that the reader's hostile interpretation of
the piece may be due, in part, to a failure to recognize its genre.
If the reader were familiar with the humorous magazines read
by millions throughout the Hispanic world, Baleells replies,
"quizas hubiera reconocido un estilo mordaz pero no ofensivo"
(3) [perhaps she would recognize the style as acerbic but not
offensive]. Balcells's columns, like Abarca's and to an extent
like Martin's short stories, are best understood as similar to the
crOnica form of writing cited earlier. All of these works intend
to create a discursive space that allows Hispanic migrants,
both writers and readers, to reflect upon dilemmas of identity
or conflicts of culture, in prose that incorporates humor that is
often sarcastic and sometimes quite bitter.
Yet another of these cronica-style works is Inmigrante Fe-

liz en Afartunado Paiz; Impresiones Ficticias de Un MachistaInconformista (1991) by Belarmino Sarna. Narrated by Don
Prudencio, an elder of "la communidad mestizoamericana,"
[the Mestizo-American community], Inmigrante Feliz is a collection of short column-like prose pieces commenting on the

life ~nd circumstances of 1-{[sr:-mic,:-\u,;rr,1i: 1Il ,nl,,!U['>. :::;lrI.
L,fie!
1 . "
" 1:\"
i ,1,crL':
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[Uis <lrseudonymforChilcan-l:'(lrn
[).l~rLT.l.
"
· 1 • U'cS
·'·'h'
.,,'-,,;,
Cohen
exp I'
alns: "Th e ·aUulL11
l l n,L.IL
... .., ,.1.1. '-";'"'
_ , .. 1 '
lsh f,lr scabies, as a me[arhor for Lhe: itch, rL',k~ 1 i l ' :' rCdLicrs
should have to this sort ,If qnica\ humour ,mJ crl~iLj~iL'" (44)
CClhen 's remarks here appl~ eL\u,llh' well LCl +c ':U;Ul,,;,' h ·
Balcells, as the letter from the reader illustr,l[t',
The second point is that although Ralce:ls ~u[c:s th >lL his
columns are written "sin pretensiones literariJ'" (3) [\\ \ch'Ju[
literary pretensions], he also scates in this cxdlange [hat he
would like to see them collected and published one L1.1\·. In
" fact, this is what Gamarra's first book, El 7l1llJ11i5C11W austyuiwno, claims to do. It opens \\'ith a leeter in English (rum BJlcclls
to Gamarra, reminding him of his promise "that if [ die one
day, you arc going to put all my stories together, and publish
them as a book" (7). Many of the stories in El manu5CTiw australiano were written after the columns under the pseudonym
Baleells had ceased, but it does include at least one Baleell;
composition, a story titled "Vanidad" that appeared in Version
in October 1984. I draw attent ion to this in order to suggest
that magazines such as Version and Visrazo were important not
only as sites of reflection and dialogue centering on Hispanic
migrant experiences, but also as sites of literary practice and
exercise. The Balcells columns provided Gamarra with the
opportunity to practice creative writing skills regularly, and
although he says now that they were often written in a rush,
and sometimes merely to fill a blank page in the magazine,
they are the beginnings of a body of creative writing that
Gamarra continues to build upon.14
Version provided literary opportunities for a growing number of Hispanic-Australian writers. As well as the Balcells columns, the magazine ran a regular literary section that focused
on writing from overseas but which, in issue 15 in February
1984, began to include "Poetas de la comunidad," a selection of poetry by Australian-resident writers, edited by Victor Ramos. Ramos, who migrated to Australia from Ecuador
in 1972, has been an active participant in Australian literature for more than three decades, having published numerous
books of poetry in both Spanish and English, contributed poetry to anthologies and periodicals, edited bilingual collection of poems by multicultural authors (translating the poems
in English into Spanish), and compiled a collection of the
winning poems from the Spanish Club's literary mp tition
held between 1970 and 1986. In 1984, when he took re pon sibility for local poetry in Version, he had already publi heJ
eight books of his own poetry. Among the first selection of
"Poetas de la comunidad" was the title poem of Uruguayan
Bernardo Lando's already published collection, Los perros de
la. noche. Ramos regularly submitted his own poems in this
section; these included poems of solidarity with oppressed
peoples of the Americas, as in his poem "Granada" for example, published following the American invasion of that
Caribbean island. Lacer i.ssues f Versi6n included poems thac
had received prizes in literary competitions of the Spani h
Club. A lthough the cotal nllmber of contributing poct ove r
the next two year ' remained small, their inclu ion in Versi6n
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~Llage ,1LIrho[S, Thwu."h deesc ,evera I !l1aga2ines, then, the
I\'a, an im portant step in acknOldedging that literary work in
Sl'<lnish was being created in Australia.
;'ari~ us asrects of Hisp,mic litera ry writing that \'"rsiUll h~J
A third imrortant literary asrect of Version was its occa- pWl'ided-cronica-style column writing, creativ e \lTiting, ,md
si,mal book revie\\'s. As with its coverage of poetry, these • book reviews- recei\'e,i irregular anJ scattered cov cr<lge 0\ er
reviews began with an overseas focus but shifted after the the years of the l<lte 1980s and early '90s.
In October 1991, h owever, Michael Gamarra, \\·ho had
magazine's first year co include reviews of Australian works.
Among these was a rel'iew of the child ren's book, AventL(T(lS edited Versi6n, began a weekly Sund,lY afternoon Spanishde Chibolo, by Chilean-bom author Luis Aguila . The 1985 language rrogram on Radio 2-RRR, Ryde Regional Radio,
rel'iew by Ben Haneman commented favorably on Aguila's in Sydney's North Shore, and simultaneously launched 8n
first work, which had originally been pub lished in Lima, Peru, accompanying monthly newsletter titled Hontanar. Initi ally
and was, in 1985, just re-published by the author in a second running to ten or twelve pages , and later to more than twenedition in North Richmond, a suburb of Melbourne. Aguila ty, the newsletter carried news and opinion pieces on curhas gone on to write six other Chibolo books and his work rent events, reviews of music, theatre, and books, as well as
has received press coverage in Chile, as well as in the Span- creative writing, which appeared in a section titled "Rinc6n
ish-language media in Australia. lj Like its coverage of poetry, Literario" [Literary Corner] and, like Version before it, inVersion's rev iews of creative writing in Spanish by Australian- cluded both overseas writing by well-known Hispanic authors
resident authors were more a first step than a comprehensive and poetry and short stories by Australian-resident writers.
commitment to reviewing Austra lian works. Vistazo before it In many ways, Hontanar was continuing from and building
had not reviewed Australian works-there were few to re- upon the type of literary coverage provided by Version fivc
view-but as the 1980s continued, and certainly through the years previous.
In terms of new authors and new Hispanic-Australian writ1990s, this changed dramatically, with many works in Spanish being published by Australian -resident writers, Version's ing, Hontanar's Rincon Literario, edited by Celeste Buend Ia
initial reviews, such as the one just cited, represent a signifi- (a pseudonym for Clara Maid nad , a y ung writer recen tly
cant site of contact and exchange between Spanish-speaking migrated from Bolivia) , carried p em a nd torie by an increasing range of authors, a number of whom h ave gone on
writers in Australia and their potential readership.
With the folding ofVersi6n in 1986, however, a gap was left to publish books, or to have their work included in the nufor some time in the engagement between Spanish-language merous antho logies of panish -language writing that began
magazines and Australia's Spanish-language literary produc- appearing in the 19905. Writer such a Ja iro Van ega (TOm
tion. From 1985 to 1991, a number of short-lived Spanish- Colom.bia, whose searie and poems appeared in Hontanar,
language magazines were launched, some lasting for a period have self-published a ubstantial body of work. Vanegas has
of a few years, others barely a year. And for a time, at least, more than a dozen books, including collections of column
the literary content in these magazines was minimal. Vivas, published in Et Espanol en Armralia, and books of poems, stowhich published four issues in 1985, limited its coverage to ric , autobiography, and travel n arratives. Self-publication is,
Spanish issues and culture, and confined its literary content in fact, the reality for most Au tra [ian pan ish-language writto reproductions of passages of Don Quixote_ 16 30 Dias, which ers a nd, recognizing tbis, in 1981 Gamarra had established
ran from 1985 to 1994, provided a mix of current affairs, poli- Cervantes Publishing. Since (hen, C ervantes PubUshing has
tics, travel, and entertainment but, apart from a column by issued more than forty tides-nw t, bu r not all, in Spanish.
a writer identified only as Isabel C, and another by Madre These include poetry by Victor Ra mos , a collec tion of stories
Perla, carried very little literature related content. In 1989, by Uruguayan-born Ruben Fernandez, short stories and poConvergencia, a magazine published by the New South Wales etry by Clara Maldonado, a volume of poetry by Chilean-born
Spanish and Latin American Association for Social Assis- Rene Olave, anothe r by Mexican-born Mario Licon Cabrera,
tance, began again to provide space for Australian Spanish- and G amarra's own work in short stories, plays and, in 2010,
language creative writing, publishing eight short stories and a hi first novel, Dos lWUlS en el cielo. All of these authors have
h alf-dozen poems over its twelve issues. Another short-lived been published in Hontanar, either in its print issues between
magazine, Actas, which ran just three issues in 1991, was 1991 and 1996, or more recently in Hontanar Digital, the onsubtitled "Revista de las artes y la cultura de la comunidad line version that began in 2003 and maintains a digital arde habla hispana en Australia" [Magazine of arts and culture chive of back issues on its website.
of the Australian Spanish-speaking community], and in its
The above might suggest a somewhat closed-circuit relafirst issue published five short stories, all of which had been tionship between the magazine and the publ.ishing company,
prize-winning entries in Australian Spanish-language liter- with authors appearing in HOntanaT and eventually producary contests from the previous year. Nosotras, a magazine of ing enough ma terial to fill one or more book , which they
women's issues, current affairs, and enterrainment, publishing then pay to have published . 111e reality, however, is more
from 1992 to 1997 and carrying r.he subtitle "La revista para complex, and the relation hip between writer, periodical,
la mujer que tambien lee el hombre" [The women's magazine and publishers is mu ltiface ted. As well as submitting tbeir
which men also read], did not feature creative writing but did wQ[k to Hontanar, these writer w re also being published in
run occasional reviews of books by Australian Spanish-lan- Spanish-language newspa ers such as El Espanal en Auso'alia,
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mention eJ ~ C,lWC , 0.'oti cia.\ \ De/lone,: The HI.'ilal1oamerimn
.f\:e u:spaper, Tre Sllan ish Herald, and Tahnre, the nell'slettcr ()(
[he ~'1 elblJurne-based Uruguayan Club. Writers also organ i:ed
themselves inw literelry groUl-'S and associations, including
"Voces y Eco,," cstabli,hed I:, the 1980, by Victor Ramos and
others; "Pa l,lbr as ," established in the 199Cs b\, Spanish-born
ivlarisa C<=lnl); ,mel the Brisbane-based group "Ecos del Alma
Latina" In 200 5, Chilean -born, Canberra-based poet Sergio
Mouar coorJ!l1Med a summit of Latin American and Spanish poetry and then edited the resultin g anthology. During
his period l){ residence in Australia, Pel'ul'ian poet Samuel
Cavero G alimidi, who studied at the University of Sydney,
organized a number of amhologies including Circulo de poetas
de Sydney (2004), which included writers wI-lOse work also appeared regularly in Hontanar. The point emerging from this is
that Hispanic-Australian writing has been generated over the
past three decades through an imeraction o( dynamic phenomena . I am not claiming that Spanish-language magazines
in Australia are the most impo[[ant contributors to the circulation or production of literary writing in that language; nor
are they the single key to understanding the whole. Rather,
they are one significant element in a rich held of literary exchange. Their advantage is that through the hardcopy of library holdings, or through database records such as those in
AustLit, researchers can follow the contributions of writers
over an extended period of time-the works of some writers
appear repeatedly over more than twenty years--or focus on
particular genres of writing, such as the cr6nica-style writing
canvassed above, or consider the relationship between writers
and readers as manifest in reviews of new works and letters to
the editor.
The digital version of Hontanar continues to provide a forum for Spanish-language writing from Australia, as well as
writing from across the Spanish-speaking world, including
other diasporic Hispanic communities, for example, Uruguayan-born writers now living in Sweden. Although transnational in reach, the magazine features on its front page each
month a photograph of Sydney's Harbour Bridge and its subtitle reads "Desde Australia para todo el mundo hispano." A
few examples (rom its pages will illustrate, and reiterate, some
of the points I have been making with regard to Latin American/Australian writing and Spanish-language periodicals,
The October 2003 issue of Hontanar, the first in digital format, carried a number of articles that linked the new publication to its print predecessor and demonstrated the new
magazine's emphasis on literature. "Victor Ramos en China"
provided readers with an update of the whereabouts of the
Peruvian-born poet and regular contributor to Hontanar, with
a reminder that Ramos had edited the literary pages ofVersi6n
in the 1980s. It also carried a short story by Ruben Fernandez
titled "Lo que no fuimos," which evokes a migrant's return to
the city of his youth, onLy there to realize and finally accept
that one can never return. Since the publication of his book
by Cervantes Publishing in 1993, Fernandez has been awarded a grant by the Literature Board of the Australia Council, is
now Executive Producer of Australia's SBS Spanish Language
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is that publications like H on eal::lr I'ti)' ,ttl :mportan( ruk in
acknowledging and promlJllI1g th ,< lmgi)lll~ rruJucc ion (,f literary II'ork in Spanish, l!t<':LH\ Ilur;'; Ilh:c h i, b,) ch .'\ us:r'11ian
and rr<lnsnacional.
As raised ea.rlier, hO\\c l-er, ;\u.)tralia.'s multilingua l I\[iting, including writing in Sp;m,ish, is susceptible to neg lect
and loss . It may not be surpris ing that, although £1 conteswdor al(straliano ') orras cucntos is held in the National Library
of Uruguay, it is not yet held by any Australian library. As
with several of the works cited previously, this book too risks
slipping through the cracks of Australia's literary infrastructure and, consequently, its literary history. The May 2007 issue of Hontanar demonstrates this vulnerability to loss with
regard to two more Latin American/Australian authors. Jose
Ramirez, author of Yo t'cngo de .. , America del Sur, one of
the earliest Spanish-language publications in Australia, published a second collection of poetry in 2007, Un largo grito de
desarraigo. Hontanar covered the book launch, held in Sydney
in April and attended by the Consuls-General of Argentina
and Uruguay, both of whom spoke at the event, as did Spanish-born Australian poet Mari Paz Ovidi. 18 The book, however, is not held in any Australian library. In the same issue
of Hontanar, a poem appears by Uruguayan-born Alberto Caceres: "Angelus," from his book Homs de ayer, published that
same year. Caceres had lived in Australia for almost twenty
years and had been a contributor to Versi6n in the 1980s. After his return to South America in 1988, Caceres continued
to visit Australia regularly and published this book of short
stories and poems in Sydney just before his death in 2008.
Five of the stories are set in rural Uruguay, where Caceres
had been a priest in the 1960s; the opening four stories in
the book are set in Australia. In one, a migrant couple listen
to compositions by Uruguayan composer Eduardo Fabini in
their flat in the Sydney suburb of Maroubra while looking out
over the Pacific and remembering the past. It is a poignant
piece expressing something of the pain of displaced lives, but
one that, like several other Latin American/Australian works
cited, remains outside the Australian archive.
Does it matter? Is this fragility of Australia's multilingual literature an issue that should concern Australian literary studies? I believe, along with Ignacio Garcia, that this literature
of cultural and linguistic identity is a significant component
of Australian writing, as it is also a part of Latin American
literature. While no archive can be complete, it is important that the history of Latin American and Spanish writing
in Australia remain accessible . It is a concern, (or example,
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that the digital version of Honranar is not arch ived on PAN DORA, the Nation<l l Libr<Il,,' of Aw;tr<llia's digit<ll archiv ing
service , as the online rublica tioll of Honranar uses an offshore
server and its URL does not end in ".au." The implica tion of
this is tha t in decades to come, altho ugh the bound vo lumes
of Versi6n and Honcanar 1991 - 1996 will remain in the stacb
of the Mitc hell Library, there is no guaran tee that the digital
version, which now runs to more than 80 issues, will be rreserved. As the examples above illustrate , Honcanar is a ric h
source of cultural, li terary, and historical data sign ificant to
bo th Australia and the ""' ide r Spanish-speaking world. The
loss to Australian literary studies, should it not be preserved,
would be substantial. l9
The future of writing in Spa nish in Australia, or the contribution to Australian literature by writers of Latin American heritage, is of course unforeseeab le. Clara Maldonado ,
whose poems and short stories appear across nearly twenty
years of Hontanar, now writes in English as Bel Vidal, with
her work published in ma instream Australian magazines such
as Quadrant. On the other h and, as examples above h ave
shown, it is not uncommon for Latin American/Australian
writers to publish their work in Spanish in their countries of
origin. Like Vidal, Peruvian Rafael Moreno Casarrubios has
published short stories in English in Australian periodicals
including Southerly, while publishing his novels in Spanish
in South America. His crime novel, El diario de Susy Scott
(2004), for example, is set in Sydney and published in Bogota.
Such transnational literary activity is a feature not only of
Hispanic-Australian writing but is common amongst Australia's many linguistically diverse writing communities.
Australian literature is not limited to writing in English.
Although this has been recognized for some decades now,
little critical attention or research has been directed towards
the wealth of multilingual literary material that comprises
Australian writing. The creative work of writers who have
migrated to Australia from Latin America is a vital aspect
of the nation's literary history and the magazines they have
established and supported and contributed to over so many
years are an important primary source, a wellspring, from
which many narratives may yet flow. Hontanar, itself an
unusual word in Spanish, means just this, a place of many
springs, and "Desde Australia ... n is a fitting catchphrase for
Australian writing that circulates amongst Hispanic readers,
wherever they reside.
0

NOTES
I See Arrighi, also Rando. (')r ,-rltle.l: ".,>:"!, ,,~~ :\,;'tral~,'n \\'~:lil~g
in It~lian; Castan, also K;\1l<Hdkls . for en::,.,' .mall",I' or .".L15t:"ali.1:l
wriling 1[1 Greek.

2 For critical scholarship on Chinese" rtr::w from 1\\15rr,1 I1<1. ,ee
Qian. also Shen.
3 I am grateful to Michael Gatn<l:'[a for d"le tane he has generously
given to our conversations
4 Salvado is kno"'n in SpanIsh as RosenJo S,11tado

5 James Cook University Archives lists <1mongst its Salvador Torrents Collection a series of notebooks con taming poems, shore stories, and cT6nicas. See ht[p://IV\\'\\".jcu.edu.au/okLlibrary/Specials/
Archives/rorrents.shtml
6 I ehank the anonymous rev iewer of this paper for pointing ou( the
work of Corona and Jorgensen, \\'ho provide an excellent overview
of the genre as it h as developed in Mexico.
7 Maso n uses the eerm (1'onista to refer to the form of writing rather
than the author of such writing. The arcic!e Mason cites, "Recovering and Reconstructing Early Twentieth-Century Hispanic Immigrant Print Culture in the US" by Nicolas Kanellos, provides a
concise explanation of the genre; see pp 446- 7. I am grateful to ehe
anonymous reviewer of this present anicle who pointed oue the in correct usage.
8 See Garda (2002).
9 See Jupp.
10 For details of migration patte rns from Latin American countries
in the 1960s and 1970s, see Jupp. For migration from Chile to Australia, see Bajo un cielo austral.
11 See Garda's Spanish Fiction Writing in Australia. Lando's book is
held by several Australian libraries; RamIrez's Yo vengo de . .. is held
only at the University of Western Sydney while Ramos's Se!ecciones
Poeticas is only available at Deakin University. I have been unable
to trace Blanco's PuC es Uruguay. The difficulty of locating such publications demonstrates Garcia's point about the fragility of migrant
writing.
12 The only other trace I've found of EI Faro in Australian archives
is an article in Spanish by EI Faro's Chilean-born editor A. J. Laskar, titled "Bibliografla de una Autobiograffa," and in which Laskar
writes of the challenges of running a literary journal in Spanish in
Australia. This was published in Ambitious Friends, a periodical that
identified itself as Australia's magazine of multicultural and multilingualliterature. Laskar's article appeared here at more or less the same
time as issue one of EI Faro.
13 All translations into English from texts originally in Spanish are
my own.
14 Personal communication with the author, 13 June 2010. Gamarra
is at pains to distinguish this early writing from his later, more carefully crafted work, including his second collection of stories, Viaje al
Re-nacimiento (2006) and his recently published novel Dos lunas en
el cielo (2010).
15 For examples of Chilean coverage, see Israel; also Matamala Gallardo.
16 Interestingly, in its initial issue, Vivas announced: "Esta pub licae ion espanola es el resultado de las inquietudes de un grupo de
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espan.oles de Sydney. [... J \:1 ·\\;'ll.lfLt,ist", :,: ·\·I:)[xls(as'; no nu,
ouscan las dictaduras ni de extrC:11~1 Jcrec"'t" :,i jc :cquiercia ... " [TIl is
~pan lsh publrc.1l1on t' lh· ~ ' , \1' ,! ,.l!~~(:rn' >: ,I gr,lUp ,,!" ,panI'\' p<:ople in S 'dney. ~cd ' 'r \ "·I.t["hl . . ::l)~ \!,uxI,r , w'::~!!'1 wr
Il<!ith i

(he di tacor"hq." n' dw \', rcm~ r:S!!1r

1\,\r

d\\! ld

.1 Peri);'l "

[he magazine wa l(1ulI.:hed ,1 ,I ;-,I... ~l.hh '0 i' 'r,:cl \·,d r'otia':l:m~
0. unten fr m Latin :\ n .•'n .... .l!l ,,':! :<,r ' I'lIhli,ill:ll! In \ 'lS!cZ'l' anJ
\iersion.
i7 Canguros is Spanish for bngarclo, OU[ is also an idiomatic term
used amongst Hispanic mig~,m(s to refer [Q Australl,lI1s. [t appears
frequently in [he cromca·style prose \m~ks cited ~':e\'iously in this ,
essay.

i8 See Jeavons.
i9 AustLit colleague Joan Keating has pointed Ou( [r.at a fe\\' issues
of Hontanar have been preserved at [he San Francisco·based Internet
Archive http://www.archive .org/\I'eb/\I'eb.php. [shoulcl stress lhat all
H Ol1fcmar i ues remain ava! b btc n iLS tv 'bsw:. I sh uld ,1:,0 pc inc
ut chat Gamarra ha recenrl y been i!\(ormcd by an,lra Agudin, Ih"
wcbmasrer ~ r the ervanCc Publi hing webSite. ch<lt a parallel Aus·
I f ' Iial II'cbpagc can be es rob Ii -hcd. which would allow rhe mngaztnc
t be archived on PA DORA. My point f<!garding rhe vulnembillty
[0 loss remains valid, however. be~u e wi thout chis pre 'ent rc t.-:Irch
this digiral archiving could h,we been overlooked.
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